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A: A typical Linux/Unix command line redirects: $> ls > testfile.txt to this line: ls > testfile.txt So ls > is a meaningless command in general. Since you are using Windows, either Cygwin or a command line prompt program, you may need to install the Cygwin package, to access the bash shell. module Rack module Middleware class Accept def initialize(app, values) @app = app @values = values end
def call(env) env.update(@values) @app.call(env) end end end end When I started on this site the only trees I knew about were in the local parks around my house in Brooklyn. What I didn’t realize was that the trees of the world were a much different case. Reading about places all over the world, I slowly began to learn about the rest of the world’s forests (which, as a side note, no one ever calls them
“forests.” They’re trees). One place that I really love is this gargantuan forest in Kyrgyzstan. Of course this will change as this picture was taken in September, since it’s a little bit in the off season. But still, just wait until the rainy season (the dry season is where most of the people live!) and the place will be crazy.Exploration of sequences of wake up/sleep cycles for use in a home-use monitoring
system: a feasibility study. We developed a home-use motion monitoring system that will help people with sleep disorders, as well as other individuals for whom accurate sleep monitoring is helpful. This system will capture a person's sleep-wake pattern and capture their movement every 15 min for approximately 1-3 weeks. We explored a use case where the system wakes and reports on the person's
sleep-wake pattern, and then queries the user to provide a short written explanation for each step of the pattern. We demonstrate that the ability to capture the sleep-wake f678ea9f9e
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